
Digital print is direct print to Fabrics a�er 
Coa�ng Process the Fabrics with special 
coa�ng liquid and Steaming at the end of 
the prin�ng process to clean the coa�ng 
elements. That way, the output prints 
more details and makes a li�le bit of 
Contras than the original artwork. 

Note :  To view in any different monitor brand is have different contras, saturation, brightnes

BIG NOTE : ALL PRINT ARE NOT 100 % SAME WITH THE ORIGINAL ARTWORK 
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RESULT PRINT ON FABRICS

Both RGB and CMYK are modes for mixing color in graphic design. 

As a quick reference, the RGB color mode is best for digital work, 
while CMYK is used for print products. 

at is RGB?

Mostly used for brighter colours, more Neon on Polyester. 
Red, green and blue light is added on top of each other to brighten & create the 
perfect pigment.
Designers can control aspects like saturation, vibrancy and shading by 
modifying any of the three source colors. 
 
When to use CMYK?
Use CMYK for any project design that will be physically printed, not viewed on a screen. 
If you need to recreate your design with ink or paint, 
the CMYK color mode will give you more accurate results.

What is the difference between RGB and CMYK?

Polyester Sublima�on Print   Nylon Digital Print 
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As a quick reference, the RGB color mode is best for digital work, 
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at is RGB?

Mostly used for brighter colours, more Neon on Polyester. 
Red, green and blue light is added on top of each other to brighten & create the 
perfect pigment.
Designers can control aspects like satura�on, vibrancy and shading by 
modifying any of the three source colors. 
 
When to use CMYK?
Use CMYK for any project design that will be physically printed, not viewed on a screen. 
If you need to recreate your design with ink or paint, 
the CMYK color mode will give you more accurate results.

What is the difference between RGB and CMYK?

See Detail Video here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5gUZa198bIs&ab_channel=FYTextile

Sublima�on is one type of digital prin�ng. 
Differs from ink-jet prin�ng, it's a prin�ng 
method for SYNTHETIC fabrics with disperse 
ink, such as polyester and nylon fabric. 
The whole prin�ng process is much easier than 
Ink-jet prin�ng. First step, print on special 
paper; Second step, heat transfer the ink from 
paper to fabric. The simple process makes a 
faster turn around �me

Digital printing has taken the printing game to new heights, making it possible to 
accomplish printing magic on different materials. Direct print and dye sublimation are the 
two primary methods of digital printing. How do the two printing methods differ? What are 
the advantages and disadvantages of each? Which printing method is best suited for my 
printing needs? These are some of the questions that many print buyers want the answers 
to. Here’s a look at both direct printing and dye sublimation, including how the methods 
differ and the advantages that each offers.

WHAT IS DIRECT PRINTING?
Direct printing is a process involving the use of large format ink-jet printing machines that 
contain several fine nozzles, which squirt tiny droplets of ink onto rolls of pre-treated fabric 
and textiles. The fabric pretreatment aids in bonding the print to the fibers, and later, the 
fabric is post-treated using high heat pressing to fix the dye into the fabric. In essence, 
direct printing uses a digital printer to digitize an image which is then printed directly onto 
textiles and fabrics. The natural and nylon markets are known for using direct printing. You 
can print on substrates that can lay flat, including hats, t-shirts, sleeves, canvas bags, 
pillowcases, and shoes.

RELATED: SUBSTRATE VARIETIES
PROS AND CONS OF DIRECT PRINTING

PROS
Direct printing processes can accommodate larger, seamless backdrops or fewer seams 
on an extra-large backdrop, given that the printing process facilitates printing onto 
materials up to 16 feet in width.
Direct printing is a quick and relatively easy digital printing process, where the image or 
design is loaded into a specific print software and then sent to the printer to be transferred 
onto the textile or fabric. 
Direct digital fabric printing makes it possible to get multiple colorways and designs 
produced along or within one roll of textile or fabric, allowing for quick turnaround time, 
small run sampling, reprints or reorders, rush orders, and printing large runs and 
placement, as well as engineered designs.
Direct printing easily supports complicated artwork, full-color photographs, and high-color-
count art.

CONS
With direct printing, the image definition is sometimes less clear and sharp, compared to 
other digital fabric printing methods, like dye sublimation, which could be the result of a 
combination of factors such as ink type, the texture of the fabric or textile itself, pre-treating 
agent, and even temperature.
Aftercare and maintenance of the fabric or textile can be challenging since over time, the 
quality of the print on the fabric can diminish as a result of over-washing and wear, which 
means that particular care will need to be taken to keep the print vibrant and long-lasting.
Direct printing is expensive, with the ink, equipment, and maintenance and R&D being 
costly. A 600ml ink cartridge, for example, can go for $207.00 which amounts to $.35/ml.

WHAT IS DYE SUBLIMATION?
Dye sublimation is a printing process that involves the use of special heat-transfer paper to 
transfer the print onto polyester fabrics and polyester resin-coated products utilizing heat 
and pressure. A digital printer is used to produce the transfer paper and the ink is heated 
to the point where it boils, converting it from a solid to a gas, etching the image or design 
into the fabric. This process is most effective on 100% polyester. You can print on hard or 
soft substrates, including bags, blankets, mugs, keychains, socks, ornaments, 
snowboards, clocks, apparel, soft signage, and customized ceramic tiles.

 RELATED POST: 8 COMMERCIAL PRINTING TERMS YOU NEED TO KNOW
PROS AND CONS OF DYE SUBLIMATION

PROS
Dye sublimation offers a continuous tone, which is made possible because, with this 
printing method, each dot of ink can be a different color, allowing for high-resolution 
images and incredible color fidelity.
With dye sublimation printing, the ink dries instantaneously, allowing you to use the print 
item immediately after printing and not have any concerns about smearing the ink.
Since dye sublimation uses simple press machines, there are fewer moving parts over the 
print media during the printing process. There is no back-and-forth action by the thermal 
print head, for example. The result is fewer breaks and less maintenance work to tackle 
ink spillage and clean-up.
Dye sublimation offers fade-free print, with high-quality and permanent colors that are 
embedded in the fabric or substrate and not on the surface, which allows you to do 
multiple washes as the images remain unfaded.
If you have a small batch, or one-off orders, dye sublimation is ideal for making quick work 
of customizing and printing your most intricate designs.

CONS
Dye sublimation can only be printed onto fabric up to 10 feet wide, which would require 
seams for bigger print jobs.
Dye sublimation is limited to plastic substrates, like polyester materials. Dye sublimation is 
not suitable for applications with natural fibers, such as cotton, unless they are pretreated 
with a polymer coating before printing. 
Dye sublimation requires specially formulated inks that won’t convert to liquid and specialty 
printers that are compatible with these specialized ink cartridges, which means that this 
printing method is not the most cost-effective option, especially for large quantities.
Dye printing is a slow and laborious printing process that cannot fire off prints in rapid 
succession, but presses each item individually and requires the additional step of printing 
the transfer paper.
Direct printing and dye sublimation are useful in their own right, providing different 
advantages as printing methods for your fabrics, textiles, and other substrates. You can 
achieve high-quality prints for stunning images with these two printing methods. It’s about 
choosing the right printing method for your particular needs. For help with all of your 
commercial printing needs, give a call to the experts at Ironmark. We have a wide variety 
of presses and offerings to help with your next print project

ADVANTAGES OF DIRECT PRINTING VS. 
DYE SUBLIMATION

Dear Windhu,

How are you!

Pls see below our details below,

 

1/ Q :  the main Different  between print on Digital print & sublimation print?

  A:  NYLON DIGITAL PRINT color will be more popular for swimwear, more bright, more Australian, US & European 
customers, they ONLY love Nylon Repreve to printing

     POLYESTER DIGITAL PRINT, the hand feel is poorer, the quality is not bad but POLYESTER is mainly to do 
Activewear & Yoga Wear

     NYLON is not EASY to someone for copy colors. But Polyester is easier to copy and matching colors from other 
printer. 

      NYLON is more technical than Polyester printing

 

Q : What Best Format file use to print on the printing process ( ex : using TIFF (CMYK or RGB) )?

A:  Both CMYK & RGB, we can printing in same colors,

For talking with Clients, we only need PANTONE reference code as a “BRIDGE” to contact, you can ask the clients 
to put their PANTONE code onto designs,

Then we can using CMYK and RGB to matching colors.  So it doesn’t to talk about CMYK and RGB because they 
are just our COMPUTER and SOFTWARE recognized.

   

Q : The True Color from the original file Artwork  and the Result Print on fabrics is How many percent%) same  with 
the original artwork colours?

A :From Original artwork, different computer and different printer has their different colors, so we can’t say how many 
percent% to same because for example,

  SAME files with printing in China and Bali, we have different machine, different ink and different process, so even 
we used SAME files but we can’t match it

Q : the best Best ways to print on Digital printing or Sublimation for  Suggestion in Neon/bright colour full and 
Darker/deep  colour with what fabrics using and it's characteristic ?

A:For Swimwear, we ONLY suggested to do Nylon digital printing

For Yoga & Activewear, we suggested to do Polyester digital print as Polyester is good for activewear, leggings & 
Sports....

Q : in case we have customers ask , why they see on his monitor the artwork and with the result on fabrics is 
different , how can we explain to customers for that issue ?

A : Monitor is different from our computer, for example, IPHONE is more clear than Microsoft software, ,So we can’t 
say it can be matched IPHNOE, and that’s why,

We need a BRIDGE Pantone color to connect between customers & King Trading and SEVNNA,

 

FROM JOHN DATA

FROM IRONMARK Article 

FROM FY TEXTILE YOUTUBE

https://tinyurl.com/2p8pa2ys
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